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Itsuka tenma no kuro usagi wiki

64 Kurokane Taito is a freshman in Miyasaka High. Ever since a leg injury (a torn tendon) that prevented him from practicing karate, which he excelled in since elementary school, he always thought that he was an ordinary, regular guy. However, thanks to a promise exchanged with a beautiful vampire (Most Ancient Wizard) Saitohimea nine years ago, which
he forgot about, he is, in fact, no longer accustomed. Nine years ago, Saitohimea injected him with a poison, which prevents him from dying as long as he doesn't die seven times in 15 minutes. Shortly after his change, a boy named Kurenai Hinata attacked them with a demon and killed Taito six times in quick succession. To prevent taito from killing,
Saitohimea agreed to leave with Hinata and allow Taito's memory to be erased. Later, Saitohimea was experienced and imprisoned in a dimension without any sound or light, and Taito continued his life as a normal man. Taito recently had a recurring dream about Saitohimea, although he is unable to remember her name. After saving Andou Mirai from being
hit by a truck, he himself is killed, but because of his conditional immortality, he survives. After his body lifts and reattaches his head, he begins to remember more details about Saitohimea and finally remembers her name, which allows Saitohimea to regain her powers and escape from her prison. By this point, Taito realized that not only are his latest injuries
healed, but his previous leg injuries is also healed. He is attacked by the Church, but is able to survive, and makes his way to the playground where he and Saitohimea met previously, where they reunited. Along with the unlikely allies, Kurenai Gekkou, the student council president of Miyasaka High School and the genius who is determined to avenge his
parents, as well as Andou Mirai, Gekkou's familiar lightning strike, Taito and Saitohimea must fight against Gekkou's younger twin brother, Kurenai Hinata, who seeks to revive the mighty vampire (The Most Ancient Wizard) Bahls. Unknown to them, their destinies were already woven and predicted in an ancient prophecy of epic proportions. Like 64 in
Anime? Join the community. Ia Amino لеткل لункк لل  Word не вдомраттств Google لокументам. لкلо ви внесете لмни, налатуванннни لиل لунккни муде скинуто.докладне A Dark Rabbit Has Seven LivesCover of the first light novel (Itsuka Tenma no Kuro Usagi)GenFantasy[1] Easy novelWritten byTakaya KagamiLlustrate byYū KamiyaPublicat
byFujimi ShoboImprintFujimi Fantasia BunkoMagazineDragon MagazineDemographicMaleOriginal runNoviember 25, 2008 – 25 December 2013Volumes13 Light novelItsuka Tenma no Kuro Usagi Kurenai Gekkou no KagamiIllustrated byYū KamiyaPublished byFujimi ShoboImprintFujimi Fantasia BunkoMagazineDragon MagazineDemographicMaleOriginal
runFebruary 20, 2010 – presentVolumes5 MangaWritten byTakaya KagamiLlustrate byShiori SahinaPublished byFujimi ShoboMagazineMonthly Dragon AgeDemographicHōnenOriginal runOctober 9, 2009 – July 9, 2012Volumes6[2] MangaItsuka Tenma no Kuro Usagi Kōkō hen Kurenai Gekkou no SeitakaishitsuWritten byTakatia KagamiIllustrated
byShushi ImadaPublished byKadokawa ShotenMagazineMonthly Shonen AceDemographicashōnenOriginal runFebruary 26, 2011 – November 26, 2012Volumes2 MangaItsuka Tenma no Dai UsagiWritten byTakaya KagamiLustrated byTakeshi TaniPublished byFujimi ShoboMagazineMonthly Dragon AgeDemographicShōnenOriginal runFebruary 9 , 2011 –
September 9, 2011Volumes1 MangaItsuka Tenma o Kiru MajoStristed byTakaya KagamiLlused byPochi EdoyaPublished byKadokawa ShotenMagazineComp AceDemographicAshōnenOriginal runJuly 26, 2011 – presentVolumes2 Anime television seriesDirected byTakashi YamamotoProduced by Tomoko KawasakiSeeiichi HachiyaJun FukudaFushiko
ShinozakiSeichi KawashimaYoshikazu KumagaiAkira YoshikawaSatokoko KayaWritten deShigeru MoritaMusic byShigeo KomoriZomA UHF stationsOriginal run July 8, 2011 – September 24, 2011Episode12 + OVA Anime and manga portal A Dark Rabbit has Seven Lives (?? , Itsuka Tenma not Kuro Usagi, lit. The Black Devil's Rabbit of an Unknown Time)
is a series of Japanese novels by Takaya Kagami, with illustrations by Japanese-Brazilian illustrator Yū Kamiya. The series includes 13 novels published by Fujimi Shobo between November 2008 and December 2013. The series also has a spin-off series, Kurenai Gekkō no Seitokaishitsu (in 室, Gekkō Kurenai's Student Council Chamber), which has five
volumes since February 2010. A manga adaptation by Shiori Asahina began serializing in Shōnen Dragon Age's monthly manga magazine on October 9, 2009. A 12-episode anime adaptation aired between July and September 2011. [3] Plot Kurokane Taito is a freshman in Miyasaka High. Ever since a leg injury (a torn tendon) that prevented him from
practicing karate, which he excelled in since elementary school, he always thought that he was an ordinary, regular guy. However, thanks to a promise exchanged with a beautiful vampire (Most Ancient Wizard) Saitohimea nine years ago, which he forgot about, he is, in fact, no longer accustomed. Nine years ago, Saitohimea injected him with a poison,
which prevents him from dying as long as he doesn't die seven times in 15 minutes. Shortly after his change, a boy named Kurenai Hinata attacked them with a demon and killed Taito six times in quick succession. To prevent him from killing Taito, Saitohimea agreed to with Hinata and allow the taito memory to be deleted. Later, Saitohimea was experienced
and imprisoned in a dimension without any sound or light, and Taito continued his life as a normal man. Taito recently had a recurring dream about Saitohimea, although he is unable to remember her name. After saving Andou Mirai from being hit by a truck, he himself is killed, but because of his conditional immortality, he survives. After his body lifts and
reattaches his head, he begins to remember more details about Saitohimea and finally remembers her name, which allows Saitohimea to regain her powers and escape from her prison. By this point, Taito realized that not only are his latest injuries healed, but his previous leg injuries is also healed. He is attacked by the Church, but is able to survive, and
makes his way to the playground where he and Saitohimea met previously, where they reunited. Along with the unlikely allies, Kurenai Gekkou, the student council president of Miyasaka High School and the genius who is determined to avenge his parents, as well as Andou Mirai, Gekkou's familiar lightning strike, Taito and Saitohimea must fight against
Gekkou's younger twin brother, Kurenai Hinata, who seeks to revive the mighty vampire (The Most Ancient Wizard) Bahls. Unknown to them, their destinies were already woven and predicted in an ancient prophecy of epic proportions. Characters Taito Kurogene (兎, Kurogene Taito) Cast by: Yūki Kaji (CD drama), Shinnosuke Tachibana (anime) A light blue
hair 16-year-old bud by Miyasaka High, the protagonist of the story, Kurogone Taito used to excel in karate when he was young, but later had to give it up due to foot injury. Since then, he has thought himself to be an ordinary, ordinary guy. However, his memories of an event nine years ago were sealed, during which time he made a contract with the
beautiful Saitohimea and acquired an extraordinary skill that grants him a conditional form of immortality. At the beginning of the story, he manages to regain those memories after a certain incident and continues to reunited with Saitohimea. Later, he acquires other powers and vows to protect Saitohimea from Tenma (?). One of the powers it acquires is a
familiar in the form of a cat, this familiar, called Nyankichi, asked for a certain amount of blood to be summoned, which was impossible for a normal man to give without dying. The familiar allowed him to cast spells that allowed him to see in the dark, as well as a magic that cursed other magic, therefore sealing them. While Tenma is normally translated as
evil spirit or demon in the story, it is a different from the conventional evil spirit. He gradually remembers the feelings he had for Saitohimea and realizes that he falls in love with her so is she. Saitohimea) / Himea Saito (⽷, Saito Himea) Cast by: Marina Inoue (CD drama), Megumi Takamoto (anime) Except sealed up Bahlskra, Saitohimea is the last of the
vampires. In the story, the Vampire is used as the furigana reading of the Most Ancient Wizard. Saitohimea is described to have mischievous crimson eyes, pink lips, and lavender-colored hair, which ends in a spectrum of colors. Since she was born, everyone around her has sought out and hunted her down for her powers, except taito, whom she fell in love
with and with whom she later entered into a contract. To resuscitate Taito dead, she changed most of her powers to resuscitate him, but still retains a large amount compared to humans. Later, she joins Miyasaka High School as a student and, together with Taito, becomes part of the Student Council in Gekkou and takes the name Himea Saito. Gekkou
Kurenai (in) His voice: Daisuke Ono (CD drama), Yūichi Nakamura (anime) Kurenai Gekkou, a freshman and also the president of the student council of Miyasaka High School, is a self-proclaimed genius. Nine years ago, before the start of the tumeframe of the story, because of a certain act committed by his younger twin brother, Hinata, Gekkou was urged
to constantly seek strength, initially driven by fear for his life, and later motivated by prospects of revenge. Gekkou is shown to be fast-witted and extremely intelligent. He wields an ancient fence-like sword, known as the Spelling Error, and is trained in several traditional arts of exorcism. As president of the student council, he has entered into a contract with
the lightning demon Mirai and is tasked with being the guardian of the Holy Earth (a location with certain special properties over which Miyasaka High School was built). He claims Mirai as his property and is very possessive over it. His superior complex is often demonstrated by the self-proclaiming genius and the belief that he is stronger than his brother.
Mirai Andou () The voice: Chiwa Saito (CD drama), IoriNomizu (anime) Also a student at Miyasaka High School, despite her age, Mirai is a lightning demon that takes the form of a cute 14-year-old bishōjo. Initially tasked with killing Gekkou, she later continued to form a contract with him, as she became unable to release her powers without his consent.
While she is considered to be a noble class upper-class demon, most of her powers are usually sealed by Gekkou and can only be reactivated with her permission, on which her hair will turn gold and her body will be wrapped in a vortex of lightning. It is described as being excessively noisy and annoying for Gekkou, although, on the other hand, it is irritated
by Gekkou's apparent indifference to its existence. Her favorite fun is to read manga and draw, while her favorite drink is Dr. Cinnamon. Haruka Shigure Shigure Shigure Haruka) Cast by: Saori Hayami (CD drama), Mina (anime) A long-length haired girl, Haruka is a classmate and childhood friend of Taito. He carries romantic feelings for Taito. Her role is
revealed to be by a later observer in the story, although she only knows this when the other personality is in control. Her other personality has no emotions compared to her counterpart and is aware of the events around her. Hinata Kurenai (- Kurai Hinata) His voice: Jun Fukuyama (CD drama, anime) Gekkou's identical younger twin brother. Described as
cold and emotionless, he sees all other people, including his own brother, as inferior to himself. He holds several powers, including the ability to summon various contracted demons and dimensional beings to make his commandment. Hinata wants to capture Saitohimea for a reason. Bahlskra (English Bārusukura) His voice: Takehito Koyasu A powerful
sealed vampire (The most ancient wizard) at the beginning of the story. He has deep ties to Saitohimea. It is later discovered that Bahlskra is an alternative personality. Saitohimea created him to defend his loneliness, and by defeating Bahlskra it was the first part of a certain magic called Bliss completed. Izumi Aomi (碧, Aomi Izumi) Voice: Chika Horikawa A
delinquent of Miyasaka High School. Due to the fact that her memory of a demon attack in the school was not erased, she decided to become secretary of the gekkou student council, much to his displeasure. He has a friendly rivalry with Gekkou. Serge Entolio ( His power is oriented towards seals and the construction of barriers. Serge has golden hair and
blue eyes and has a friendly disposition. The desire to save his mother from the wounds and damage suffered as a result of the Church's experiments led him and Hasga to join Gekkou's student council in the human world, after helping to save their mother, Ela in the East. Hasga Entolio (In English, Hasuga Entorio) His voice: Kenichi Suzumura A powerful
half-elf spellbreaker from the elves world. Its power is oriented towards destruction, which also includes seals and barriers and magic. Serge's younger brother, Hasga has deep blue hair and golden eyes and possesses a temperamental disposition. The desire to save his mother from the wounds and damage suffered as a result of the Church's experiments
led him and Serge to join the council of students from the human world, after they helped save their mother, Ela from the East. Rii Ne (璃, Rīne) A young German woman from the Temperon Crowely group. She's got silver hair tied in her. tails, and is qualified in Japanese sword and magic flame. Looks like he's got some connections to Gekkou. Yūichi Philier
Cross (in 優, Kurorosu Firieru Yūichi) Voice: Junichi Suwabe 7th President of the Student Council of Miyasaka High School, who is currently an agent of the Army. Usually dressed in a red tie suit and wearing gloves. He is a formidable opponent who is sent to supervise, build the current student council, and keep them under control. Because of him, Izumi
was allowed to remain on the Student Council without erasing his memory. His ability is strong enough to counteract the weakened saitomy. He seems to have a ulterior motive. Nyankichi (In nyankichi) Familiar by Taito from another dimension. His former name is Vishoub Eleranka (), Vishoubu Ereranka). Taito reached him through an excerpt from the
fountain of knowledge acquired from Edeluka. In exchange for Taito's blood every day, he gives Taito two powers: night vision and the movement of spells. Ela from the East (in her native higashi no Era) elf strong female, who is the mother of Serge and Hasga. She was betrayed by her relatives with the Church and experimented further. Strald (in which,
Sukurarudo) From the plan of the demon (Makuae), Skrald is the descendant of Indra and Mirai's mother. It's part of the most powerful class of demons in Makuae. Liir (High, Riiru) Liiru is the personified spirit of the Holy Earth of Miyasaka High School, which, unlike other Holy Reasons, is a unique Holy Earth where all dimensions and worlds intersect. She
appears as a 12-year-old girl with light skin, black hair and wearing a dark kimono. Liir can't see people over 18. Its current contractor is the 12th President of the Student Council, Kurenai Gekkou. The media light novels Light novels are written by Takaya Kagami, with illustrations by Brazilian illustrator Yū Kamiya. Fujimi Shobo published 13 volumes under
the imprint of Fujimi Fantasia Bunko between 25 November 2008 and 25 December 2013. The ninth volume, released in December 2011, came bundled with an original episode of video animation written by Takaya Kagami. The episode consists of three short stories, two based ideas tweeted in by fans, and one as a crossover with another of Kagami's work,
Legend of Legendary Heroes. [4] [5] Manga Since July 2012, five volumes of the manga have been released. Anime No.TitleOriginal airdate1900 Seconds of After School [Part One]900-Byō no Hōkago (Zenpen) (Japanese: 900)9&lt;編&gt;July 2011 (2011-07-09)[6] Kurogone Taito continues to have a recurring dream. A 6-year-old Taito sees a girl he can't
remember while they're sitting together at the playground. She tells him that she will give him her poison and then they will always be together, enticing him when he becomes frightened with &lt;/編&gt;Words. After biting him and giving him her poison, the girl confesses her love and encourages him to tell him that he loves her too, thus sealing the curse. Taito
is then awakened as a high schooler by Shigure Haruka, who we realize is a long time friend and a girl who has a passion for Taito. After a day of school that includes hitting the school's most popular boy, cold-hearted Kurenai Gekkou, Taito and Haruka broke up as Taito headed home. As she crosses the street, she notices that a sleeping truck driver is
heading straight for Andou Mirai, Gekkou's apparent subordinate, and jumps forward to push her out of the way just to be hit, an obvious death blow... until Taito's head begins to speak to Mirai and his body stands by itself, grasping his head and running away in a panic. While Taito worries frantically, he suddenly remembers who the girl in his dream, Saito
Hima, the girl who enslaved him when he was younger, was taken by a man who left Taito with no memories of Hima. When Taito utters her name, she is released from prison, transforms into a 15-year-old girl and meets Taito at the playground in her youth. Gekkou arrives and stabs Hima through the chest, ending their long-awaited reunion. 2900 Seconds
of After School [Part Two]900-Byō no Hōkago (Kōhen) (Japanese: 900))16&lt;篇&gt;July 2011 (2011-07-16)[7] Gekkou and Mirai begin fighting Taito and Himea, but are interrupted by Gekkou's brother Hinata. Taito uses all six of his lives and appears to die while Himea calls out his name and wakes up in class again. The new transfer student Hima enters
the classroom and jumps on him, hitting them both on the floor while everyone else blushes. Haruka, who has been his friend and colleague since childhood, is shocked. They meet with Gekkou and Mirai, and Gekkou tells them that they will be his slaves and work with them on the student council. Hima tells Taito that they will be together forever while she
clings to his arm. 3The (Moon) Sways by the PoolsideTsuki ga Yureru Pūrusaido (Japanese: ρ0a2)23 July 2011 (2011-07-23)[7] Taito is broken between having lunch with Saitohimea or eating the meal prepared by Haruka. Fortunately, he is saved by a call from Gekkou that the insects have invaded the school and the school has been cancelled for the day.
It seems that the school is located in a place where portals of several dimensions intersect and that the military is in charge of the area, but no one over 18 can enter the area because of a barrier. Mirai is disappointed that swimming classes have been cancelled due to bugs and forces others to join her at the pool, but Gekkou goes to the Student Council
hall. Mirai reveals to Taito she was forced to enter into a contract with Gekkou. La Student Council, Gekkou meets a messenger from Tenma. Also, &lt;/篇 篇 &gt; &lt;/篇&gt; turns black, and the moon begins to shine as red liquid begins to rain. 4The Serafim Yet UnsungImada Tenma wa Urawrenai (Japanese: わ)30 July 2011 (2011-07-30)[7] A portal
appears that supposedly leads to Tenma, and Gekkou and Mirai jump. Saitohimea is possessed by the red liquid, which is discovered to be Bahlskra. Bahlskra tries to kill Taito permanently because he is worried about Saitohimea, but Saitohimea thinks Taito is the only one who can save her because it is not stained so i am. Then he destroys Bahlskra. At
the end, Tenma speaks to their observer on Earth, who was created with the sole purpose, so that Saitohimea does not complete the sacred spell, Bliss. The observatory is revealed to be none other than Haruka, but she herself does not realize her double life. 5And the seraphs are SungSoshite Tenma ga, Utawareru (in Japaneseわ: August 6, 2011 (2011-
08-06)[7] Since Balhskra disappeared, instead Bliss took over Saitohimea's body. Bliss is a spell that Saitohimea created when she was alone long, long ago. Meanwhile, Gekkou meets Tenma, who states that the witch was broken because of loneliness and reveals a prophecy in which Ramiel Lilith will destroy the world. Tenma gives him the power to stop
Ramiel in exchange for not interfering with his subs. Apparently, Saitohimea was suffering because she wasn't sure of Taito's feelings. Hima and Taito finally kiss and Taito finally reveal his feelings for Hima. Gekkou confronts Hima to see if she knows anything about Ramiel, but apparently she doesn't. During this episode, Haruka is shopping so that she can
make meals for Taito and at the end sees Hinata alive and well, waiting for her in front of her house. 6(Extracurricular) Activities as each other passes through Saugigai no Kagai Jugyō () August 13, 2011 (2011-08-13)[8] Hinata appears to Haruka. Haruka is actually an observer sent by monsters on the other side of the moon. She was thinking of using it
against her masters, but apparently she was planning to rebel against them. Saitohimea suddenly drags Taito to bring him on a date. An unknown man and woman were watching their conversation nearby. Taito wants to become stronger and tries unsuccessfully to ask Gekkou for help. A guy dressed in a black suit walks into the school and seems to be
talking to a girl with blue hair who suddenly disappears. The guy is revealed to be Cross Philier Yuuichi, the new English teacher and Student Council counselor. Meanwhile, Saitohimea almost took Taito out of school before apologizing for not being able to go on a date and apologized by saying he had some plans for today. In fact, he was planning on
training at the fight clubs and it looks like has become stronger to the point where the world's fighters cannot compete with it. Meanwhile, Gekkou and Mirai are told about the magical traps in the city and go to several places, which seem to be at a proper date. I meet Taito who returns and Mirai tells Saitohimea that he was crying. Taito realizes his mistakes
and runs back to be with Saitohimea. 7The Pop-Quizzing New TeacherNukiuchi Tusto no Shin'nin Kyōshi (Japanese: August 20, 2011 (2011-08-20)[8] Taito wants to become stronger so he can protect Saitohimea. Gekkou sends him to meet with Eduluca, who will fulfill any wish, but take the payment of equal value. Before making his wish, Taito learns that
Saitohimea came to Eduluca when he had died before and changed much of her power to resuscitate him. Taito wants to become strong, but only by his own power. Eduluca is disappointed, but grants his desire to plant in him a lot of useful and useless information, but still takes something important for Taito, although it does not reveal what it is. Saitohimea
offers to help Taito look for something useful within the limits of the information he has received, in which Taito meets and forms a contract with Vishoub Eleranka. Meanwhile, Cross appears in the Student Council's room to reveal that the military has instructed him to oversee things. Gekkou calls the military incompetent, and Cross reveals his superior speed
to aggravate him in a brawl and show him that he is not as strong as he thought himself. 8The Student Board of Reiloryment StudentsZen'in Hoshū no Seito-kai-shitsu (Japanese: 補習室)August 27, 2011 (2011-08-27)[8] The group arrived at a beach, which is meant to be an intensive training camp and even Izumi was invited to come. Cross tests within their
limits and announces that each of them should become strong enough, even to beat ancient dragons. He also states that each of them will be tested at the end and will not be able to leave the area barrier if they fail. Cross thought he had everything planned thinking that Izumi might be their cook... but after several days of eating curry for breakfast, lunch and
dinner, decides to call for help. During the break, Taito and others are surprised by Haruka's appearance. 9Dark Rabbit on the BeachNamiuchiwa no Kuro Usagi (in Japanese: ぎわ)3 September 2011 (2011-09-03)[8] Haruka was reportedly asked by Cross to cook for the entire group. This leads to a lot of tension because of the love triangle between Taito,
Saitohimea and Haruka. Izumi tries to cheer up Saitohimea and suggests the group take a test of courage. Izumi thought he made sure Saitohima was associated with Taito, but Cross stepped in to pair with Taito. It Taito on the way. Way. and a dark demonic figure seems to awaken in Taito. The group ends the night with fireworks, where Haruka confesses
Taito's feelings. 10Classmate Spirited AwayKamigakushi no Dōkyūsei (Japanese: September 10, 2011 (2011-09-10)[8] While traveling, Saeko's vehicle is attacked and Haruka was kidnapped by two magical men called spellbreakers. Cross refuses to let Taito and the others save her, saying it's now a military matter. One of the spellbreakers appears to
Saitohimea while she is alone and offers to release Haruka if she surrenders to them. Izumi tries to convince her to get out of the way and then goes to Taito when she fails. She surrenders to the spellbreakers, but her trap in place and refuses Haruka. Taito and Gekkou then attack the school to open a gate where the spellbreakers are. Meanwhile, while
attacking the school, it was discovered that it was Haruka's observer's personality that commanded the spellbreakers. She promised to give them her knowledge of Tenma if they would destroy the observer personality, seal up Saitohima and then return her other self back to Taito. 11Catastrophe of the summer vacationNatsuyasumi Katasutorofi (in Japanese
休: 17 September 2011 (2011-09-17)[9] Gekkou and Mirai battle with Cross while Taito makes his way to save Haruka and Saitohimea. The fight ends with Cross threatening to kill Mirai and Gekkou by bowing his head to Cross and asking him to spare her. Hinata appears and mocks his brother and the Cross, and states that he knows all about prophecy
and that they are not even close to his level of power. Taito fights Hasga while Serge continues to seal Saitohimea, even if he offers to let Taito return home with Haruka. Nyankichi shows up for a second, tells Taito to curse magic and disappears... even though his spell seemed to have no effect. Taito is beaten to the point where he will die permanently, but
continues to fight and the two swhombreakers are remembered since they were young children in a similar situation. Gekkou gets to help, but Taito refuses his help, even though he uses the last drop of resistance to punch Barely Hasga. Saitohimea then wakes up, as Taito's spell seemed to have allowed him to analyze and counter Serge's sealing spell. He
almost killed the two spellbreakers, but Taito asks them to go home. Haruka seems to be fine, but without the other personality. Spellbreakers end up joining the school. 12Pale White GraduationHonka ni Shiroi Shūgyō-shiki (Japanese: September 24, 2011 (2011-09-24)[9] Summer Vacation brings with it the warmth of summer! And so Haruka decides to
invite Taito to the public baths. Coincidence, Izumi convinces also go and meet Gekkou, Mirai and even Hasga and Serge Serge Too. Hilarities then results. Meanwhile, Cross in a monologue reveals that the mysterious girl she was talking to in a previous episode is called Liir and is currently with the student president and that the dark rabbit of Taito might
soon wake up. Also seen in a monologue is Hinata, who talks to himself saying that his brother might actually be able to do something about prophecy. After the baths, Taito and the rest of the group jump into a portal and leave the series in a cliffhanger. OVAA Dark Rabbit Has Seven LivesItsuka Tenma no Kuro Usagi (Japanese: A Dark Rabbit Has Seven
Lives (Japanese: A Dark Rabbit is thirsty for it, and Gekkō refuses to buy her a drink. She notices a strange potion on the table and does so despite Yūichi previously telling her not to touch it. The potion causes the person who consumed it to exchange souls (thus changing bodies) with anyone who comes into contact with him or her. The main actors spend
the day accidentally changing bodies because of Mirai's negligence. References ^ Loo, Egan (June 27, 2011). Removed Itsuka Tenma not Kuro-Usagi Preview Updated, Reposted. Anime News Network. May 20, 2020. ^ 6 (in Japanese). Kadokawa Corporation. May 21, 2020. ^ Official website news. April 5, 2011. Archived from the original on 2011-05-11.
April 18, 2011. ^ Itsuka Tenma no Kuro-Usagi Novels to Bundle Anime DVD. Anime News Network. January 18, 2011. August 7, 2011. ^ Itsu-Ten, DenYūDen Get Crossover Anime for DVD release. June 6, 2011. August 7, 2011. ^ Archived copy (in Japanese). Web Newtype. Archived from the original on June 12, 2011. Taken June 12, 2011.CS1 tomorrow:
archived copy as title (link) ^ a b c d Web Newtype. Archived from the original on July 10, 2011. July 10, 2011. ^ a b c d? Web Newtype. Archived from the original on August 10, 2011. August 10, 2011. ^ a b Archived copy (in Japanese). Web Newtype. Archived from the original on October 1, 2011. Taken October 2, 2011.CS1 tomorrow: archived copy as
title (link) External Links A Dark Rabbit has seven lives (anime) at the anime encyclopedia Anime News Network taken from
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